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Various information systems have been developed for decision support. But, they rely essentially on 
transactional methods. From data and transactional databases, we proposed a supply-driven approach to design 
data warehouses. The approach takes as input, a universal relation, applies vertical partitioning by a greedy type 
heuristic algorithm. Partitions obtained are transformed into dimensions using a matching algorithm. The other 
elements of the multidimensional annotation are deduced by guidelines, and the data warehouse schema is 
generated using a multidimensional conceptual pattern. The transformation of those transactional systems into 
decision support ones aims at facilitating the storage, exploitation and the representation of data using new 
databases generation technologies. 
Keywords: Data warehouse design approach; multidimensional data schema; relational database; universal 
relation; vertical partitioning. 
1. Introduction 
Design of decision support systems or data warehouses (DW) is still a challenge. The discipline does not have 
an established and recognise method, compare to other software engineering fields [1, 2]. Various approaches 
are proposed.  
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They are classified in three main categories adopted by researchers and industrials. We distinguish user-driven, 
demand-driven or top-down approaches which define conceptual schema of the DW using decision maker’s 
needs; the supply-driven, data-driven or bottom-up approaches which use existing data and information systems; 
and the mixed or hybrid approaches who take into account both the needs of users and existing data [3, 4, 5].  
The surveys done in [1, 6] show that most of the design approaches have been developed between 1998 and 
2010. The following works focused on the improvement of existing approaches or use of other types of sources 
such as UML, i* framework, ontologies or Web [7].The main purpose of this ongoing work is to transform 
legacy systems into decision support systems. Sources are from entity-relationship (ER) schema. We study 
about fifteen supply-driven approaches having ER schema as input. Most of them rely essentially on functional 
dependencies and cardinality of relationships between tables to produce data warehouses schemas. They are not 
global in terms of relational database taken as input. We propose an approach to transform relational databases 
[8] into decision support systems [9, 10]. The approach proposed takes into account, existing data and systems 
to produce data warehouses schemas. The processing needs a universal relation (UR) [11, 12]. A universal 
relation allows a view of the database as if it was composed of a single flat relation containing all characteristics 
which describe real word entities [13]. It's a view (external schema) on top of a relational database schema 
(conceptual schema) [14] which offers a data model for advanced applications [15]. The universal relation 
model was first introduced as a means to free the users from the need to know the logical navigation of the 
database [16]. Several versions of universal relation assumptions, with respect to relational systems have been 
introduced to satisfy different objectives. A simple illustration of the notion of universal relation assumptions is 
as follows: 
Universal relation assumption [16]: 
For the set of relations S = {R1 < X1; D1 >, R2 < X2; D2 >... Rn < Xn; Dn >}, there exist a Universal Relations 
UR < T; G > such that:  
 (1) The columns of UR consist of all the columns of the relations in S: T = X1 U X2 U...U Xn 
 (2) Each relation in S is a projection of UR: Ri = U[Xi]. 
Our objective is to derive the multidimensional schema [17, 18] using this type of relation. On the best of our 
knowledge, there is no approach using universal relation to design data warehouses, as the one we proposed 
here. After that introduction, the rest of the paper is organised as follows: section 2 describes the 
Multidimensional Canonical Partitioning approach. Section 3 characterizes the approach, before the conclusion 
ends. 
2. Multidimensional Canonical Partitioning 
In this paper, we use universal relation to obtain multidimensional data schema. Let us note R = <C, D> a 
relational schema where C is a set of constituents and D, a set of functional dependencies. Constituents represent 
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characteristics of fields. Functional dependencies express constraints between fields [8, 19]. Therefore, a 
universal relation put together all the constituents C and all the dependencies D. Each constituent or component 
describes one concept with a precise semantic, different from all the others. Such an attribute plays a single role, 
irreplaceable, in the general comprehension of the data schema [20]. We can assume that the same attributes 
describe the same concepts. The relation is on its first normal form [21] because attributes are defined in an 
atomic form, without any ambiguity. After a first processing, a so defined relation is divided in groups of 
attributes describing a given entity. Later, the entity or partition can be used as dimension [9]. We use the 
partitioning and not the decomposition [20, 22] because we are most interested in attributes’ semantic and less 
by dependencies between them. The schema we want to get at the end of the process is a multidimensional one.  
This schema is a data mart (star or snowflake) [10, 17, 18]. It can also be on constellation [17] forms if the facts 
table shares some dimensions. The proposed schema, to be multidimensional, has to respect some canons: the 
identification of facts table, measures, associated dimensions and granularities. The relationships between 
different tables will permit us to define primaries and foreigners integrities [8]. For the rest of the paper, we 
propose an approach named multidimensional canonical partitioning (MCP) to split universal relation and set 
parts into multidimensional norms. The approach is supply-driven [9] because it takes, as input, existing systems 
and data. 
Figure 1 illustrates the whole process of the transformation of universal relation into multidimensional schema. 
Using a universal relation (first shape), we apply MCP approach (second shape) to obtain multidimensional 
elements such as dimensions, granularities, facts, measures, and keys (third shape). Then, data warehouse can 




Figure 1: Process of transforming universal relation into multidimensional schema 
The approach involves six steps. It begins by verifying if the schema supplied as input is on universal relation 
form. If not, it can be transformed so as to get one [11, 14, 15, 23]. After this stage, we split the universal 
relation into non-empty and disjoints sub-sets. Union of sub-sets should give the whole set. 
These sub-sets or partitions will be candidates to be dimensions. Partitioning, both horizontal and vertical, aims 
at improving transactions and requests performances in information systems [24, 25]. Here, we use the vertical 
one. It is based on attributes of the original relation. The approach should create partitions and arrange each 
attribute under a given partition. We therefore set an attribute under a partition, if and only if the attribute 
describes that partition. We define the subsequent function, to be applied on attributes relatively to partitions. 
“Describe” refers to a property or characteristic of the entity in semantic database modeling [20, 26]. The 
function has as input, one attribute and one partition and returns a Boolean if the attribute describes the partition. 
 





i covers attributes and k partitions; a given attribute describes one and only one partition.  
We are now going to describe each of the six steps of the approach. 
2.1. Verification of input schema 
We apply the partitioning on the universal relation. For this first step, if the database schema given as input is 
not on that form, we can restructure it. The works done in [14, 15] show how to get view of database schema as 
a single universal relation with no ambiguity and less prerequisites. To achieve this goal, they use special 
definition of projection and join. Universal relation assumption [16] can also help. If the schema is already on 
universal relation form, we go straight to the next step. 
2.2. Partitioning of the universal relation 
This step aims at determining eligible partitions and their attributes. We start with a set of sets (set of partitions). 
Partitions are sets of attributes. Set of partitions and partitions are initialised empty. For the first non-primary 
key attribute read, we create the first partition. Then, we read through the remaining attributes. For each one, we 
check if it describes an existing partition. If yes, we include it in that partition. If no, we create a partition and 
include the attribute. At the end, we have the partitions and their attributes. The output is the partitions’ set. We 
deduce the following algorithm: 
 Algorithm partitioning; 
 var i, k: integer; 
 var n: integer; (attributes non key of the UR) 
 var part: set of attributes; 
 var partitions: set of part; 
 Begin 
 i ← 1; k ← 1; read (n); 
 part ← Ø; partitions ← Ø; 
  part1 ← part1 U {att1}; 
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 partitions ← partitions U {part1}; 
 for i from 2 to n  
  do for all partk in partitions; 
  if f(atti, partk) then partk ← partk U {atti}; 
  else {create part(k+1); partitions ← partitions U {part(k+1)}}; 
  endif    
 endfor; 
 return partitions; 
 End; 
The algorithm is a greedy type heuristic algorithm. We construct a feasible solution of the partitioning by 
successive best decisions taken, in relation with a local criteria (describe), without contradicting previous 
decisions [27]. The obtained solution is an approximate one, like all design solutions. This algorithm is on 
O(n*m) complexity. n represents the number of attributes of the UR and m, the maximum number of partitions 
we can get. At the outlet of this stage, we have partitions and properties describing them. Partitions are 
candidates for the role of dimension in the upcoming data warehouse schema. 
2.3. Processing of partitions into dimensions 
This step aims at matching partitions in order to deduce effective dimensions. For each partition, we first of all 
add attribute with primary key properties. For the other attributes of partition, we apply one of the followings: 
either we delete it, either we modify (MOD) it or we just keep it (OK). At the end, the possibility is given to 
add relevant attributes. We propose the bellow procedure. It takes as input, a set of partitions and returns a set of 
dimensions. 
 Procedure dimension partitions: dimensions; 
 var i, k: integer; 
 var m: integer; (number of partitions) 
 var dim: set of attributes; 
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 var dimensions: set of dim; 
 Begin 
 i ← 1; k ← 1; read(m); 
 dim ← Ø; dimensions ← Ø; 
 for k from 1 to m do 
  for i from 1 to n do 
   if atti OK then dimk ← dimk U {atti} 
   else 
    if MOD then {rename atti; dimk ← dimk U {atti}}; 
    endif; 
   endif; 
  endfor; 
 → rename, if necessary, the dimension; 
 → add necessaries attributes to dim; 
 → add primary key to dim; 
 → dimensions ← dimensions U {dimk}; 
 Endfor; 
 return dimensions; 
 End; 
OK and MOD are Boolean, applied on attributes. OK means that the attributes does not need change. MOD 
means that the attribute has to be modified. This procedure is equivalent to a matching algorithm between 
partitions and dimensions. The algorithm performs on O(p*q) complexity. p is the total number of partitions as 
input and q, the maximum number of attributes of the biggest partition. 
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2.4. Normalization of dimensions 
After obtaining dimensions, we can normalise them. It’s the concern of this step. This permits us to deduce 
eventual granularities. Granularities or hierarchies give more details on dimensions. We use the third normal 
form (3NF) algorithm [8, 21] because it is the level we want to reach. Actually, according to the definition of 
UR, it’s on first normal form (1NF). As well as primary keys are not composited, we can easily get the second 
normal form (2NF). The following work is based on decomposition algorithm and functional dependencies.  
2.5. Construction of the facts table 
The facts table is the central table in a data warehouse schema. It contains measures or values for decision 
support. Values are computed from information in dimension by aggregates functions. The Galois lattice is used 
to determine view of all possible measures for the facts table. The single minimal node represents the 
aggregation of all quantities. 
At this stage of the approach, we construct the facts table by using guidelines. We add to facts table primary 
keys of the linked dimensions. The set of these primary keys is its primary key. Needed measures for decision 
support indicator are also added. 
2.6. Generating the multidimensional schema 
The last step is the generation of the data mart schema. We use a multidimensional conceptual pattern, on 
spatio-temporal form. Conception patterns are approved solution for recurrent design problems in a given 
context [28]. They are defined as abstract way (using UML for example) and concrete way (using archetype 
implementation). This stage is out of the scope of this paper. 
In this section, we have defined a design approach for data warehouses, using existing databases, especially a 
universal relation. We are now going to characterize the work. 
3. Approach characterization 
The approach proposed in this paper consist of designing multidimensional data schema using existing systems 
on Entity/Relationship form. Up to now, there is no approved method for data warehouses design [1, 4]. We use 
universal relation as input of the approach. The approach has the advantage to start constructing the 
multidimensional schema from a terraced relation. We don't mind on functional dependencies, cardinality of 
relationships, relevant or non-relevant entities as in most of other approaches. If the provided schema is not on 
universal relation form, there is a possibility to transform it. Another achievement is the possibility to generate 
multidimensional schema at the outlet of the approach. For this purpose, we use a multidimensional conceptual 
pattern. It gives the facility for recurrent design activities. Must of the proposed approaches does not give the 
way for building the multidimensional schema. The proposed approach is more global in terms of transactional 
data schema which can be used to be transformed in data warehouses schema. 
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The main drawback or difficulty of the approach is if the provided data schema is not on universal relation form. 
We then need to transform it. The stage cannot be easy or be fastidious if the relational schema has too many 
relations.  
The approach has six steps. Steps 1 and 4 are works we just use. The others (steps 2, 3, 5 and 6) are the ones we 
propose. They consist of a greedy type heuristic algorithm for the construction of partitions. The obtained 
partitions are transformed, by a matching algorithm, in dimensions. After the construction of the facts table, the 
data warehouse schema can be generated.  










Figure 2: Steps of the design approach 
Some criteria have been defined in [7] for the classification of multidimensional design approaches. They take 
upstream the design, general criteria defining the approach principle; and downstream, criteria describing how 
the approach is applied. 
According to this classification, we can notice that, approach proposed in this paper is supply-driven, using 
guidelines and algorithms. The automation is not yet managed. Sources are existing data and systems. For the 
modeling process, facts are identified by guidelines according to the thematic studied. Dimensions are identified 
by heuristic method associated with a matching algorithm. The hierarchies (granularities) of dimensions are 
defined using functional dependencies by third normal form algorithm. 
Conceptual modeling is effective and the formalism is ER model. Logical modeling is done by relational 
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implementation through star, snowflake or constellation schema. Physical modeling is out of the scope of this 
paper. It is done using model-driven architecture. 
4. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have proposed a design approach for data warehouses. It takes into account existing data and 
systems. No matter the type of databases schema, the approach can be applied. It is why the approach is more 
global in terms of transactional data schema which can be used to be transformed in data warehouses schema. 
Six steps are required for this approach. We use two algorithms. One of them is heuristic. The objective of 
transforming transactional systems into decisional one is to be able to use data warehouses technologies to 
realise decision support systems. After that, we can apply data mining and big data techniques. 
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